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Bernhard Kibler is in charge of motorhomes at Hymer. 
He has been with the company since 1989.
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Bernhard Kibler is in charge of motorhomes at Hymer. 
He has been with the company since 1989.

We use this edge to offer you more – 

more choice, more comfort, more 

safety. Anyone who has been on the 

road in a Hymer motorhome will ap-

preciate the difference. The thing that 

makes travelling a unique adventure 

here is the diversity of high quality 

 details. And more than 50 years of 

 experience that we draw upon to bring 

these details for you into perfect 

 harmony.

You can gain a particularly good impres-

sion of this from the new model year. 

In the second half of this brochure you 

can find a detailed overview of the main 

equipment features, accompanied in each 

case by images and an explanation. This 

way, you can get to know the  model 

 series of your choice even better.

Of course, a description is no substi-

tute for first-hand experience of the 

original. You should therefore take 

 advantage of the opportunity at your 

Hymer trading partner to carefully look 

around your dream vehicle and, better 

still, take it for a test drive. Our close-

knit dealer and service network in 

 Germany and Europe provides you with 

the assurance that there is always 

 first-class support nearby. 

A general overview of the Hymer 

model series can be seen on the next 

double page. Here, you can compare the 

basic features of our motorhomes easily 

and conveniently – as an initial orienta-

tion aid to determine which vehicles 

best match your individual require-

ments. Further information about all 

available floor layouts and equipment 

versions can be obtained as always 

our customers contribute to this site 

on a regular basis and make it a lively 

and informative place to visit. You can 

find valuable tips covering the whole 

 spectrum of holidaying on wheels with 

the original. Experience them yourself: 

the mobile homes from Hymer.

from your Hymer trading partner or 

www.hymer.com. You can also order the 

latest catalogues from there for all of 

the models.

If, in addition, you are among the 

growing number of Facebook users, 

we would be delighted to hear about 

your journeys and experiences at 

www.facebook.com/hymerAG. Many of 

For generations of holidaymakers, Hymer is the epitome of holidaying on wheels. And there is a good reason for this: 

Since the invention of the motorhome by Erwin Hymer in 1961, our vehicles have set standards and affect develop-

ments in this area of industry. Whatever class you are searching in: at Hymer you will always find the original.

“For us, the name Hymer is a bond. And for our 

customers a promise. These motorhomes 

offer the best performance and the best quality 

in any vehicle category.”  Bernhard Kibler

Always an original
Hymer Motorhomes
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Compact

The sporty companionThe streamline editionThe elegant editionThe compact edition

Compact semi-integrated 
vehicle with a high level 

of driving comfort 
for unlimited flexibility

Agile integrated 
vehicle with additional 

equipment for even 
more living comfort

Semi-integrated vehicle 
with exclusive design 
and comprehensive 

 additional equipment

Sporty semi-integrated 
vehicle with 

exclusive design and 
 additional equipment

Model series

Features
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Profile

Under 3500 kg

Over 3500 kg

≈ 2 m

2.22 m

2.35 m

Multi-purpose 
double floor

Winterised 
as standard

Safety comes as 
standard at Hymer +  +  +  A IRBAGS  +  +  +  ABS  +  +  +  ESP  +  +  +  ELECTR IC  ADJUSTABLE  WINDOWS +  + 

Van Premium 50

SPECIAL EDITIONS THE MODEL SERIES

Tramp CL

Simply spacious

Generous semi- 
integrated vehicle with 
a high level of  driving 

and living comfort

Tramp Premium 50 Exsis-i Premium 50

Comfort for everyone’s needs
Hymer Motorhomes

Chassis
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Comfort for everyone’s needs
Hymer Motorhomes
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B Class

The benchmark 
for mobile holidays

Premium integrated 
 vehicle with great amount 
of space and very high 
level of living comfort

Model series
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Features

Profile

Under 3500 kg

Over 3500 kg

≈ 2 m

2.22 m

2.35 m

Multi-purpose 
double floor

Winterised 
as standard

+  A IRBAGS  +  +  +  ABS  +  +  +  ESP  +  +  +  ELECTR IC  ADJUSTABLE  WINDOWS +  +  + Safety comes as 
standard at Hymer

Exsis-i

The new lightness

Integrated vehicle of 
the 3-ton class with a 

very high level of driving 
and living comfort

THE MODEL SERIES

StarLight

Easygoing pleasure

Premium integrated 
vehicle under 3.5 tons 
with exclusive driving 

and living comfort

StarLine

Better by “star”

Premium integrated 
vehicle with heated double 
floor as well as exclusive 
driving and living comfort 

B Class SL

Comfort 
without compromise

Exclusive integrated 
vehicle with the highest 

level of comfort and 
particularly generous 

amount of space

From the compact semi-integrated to the integrated vehicles of the premium class, every Hymer motorhome model 

series has its own particular profile – and also offers you a diverse range of floor layouts and equipment options. 

Here, you can find the right vehicle to meet your individual desires and needs.

Chassis
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Hymer Compact

“It was quite a challenge to accommodate  

the typical Hymer comfort and the sophisticated  

equipment into such a compact space.  

However, the concept is right and will help many  

panel van fans to enjoy a little bit more  

luxury when travelling.” Melanie Rothacher, Product Management

The sporty companion

In a manner of speaking, being mobile and free is the original need that helped to create camping. The new 

Compact from Hymer combines the advantages of the panel van extended into a motorhome with the com-

fort and the generosity of a semi-integrated motorhome in order to fulfil your desire for independence.

Fans of the extended panel vans mainly 

appreciate the manoeuvrability of the 

vehicle compared to larger motorhomes. 

As an owner, you will remain flexible and 

in a position to spontaneously decide 

what to do next thanks to its dual usabil-

ity; both as a motorhome as well as a 

simple means of transport. The panel van 

has only one disadvantage: it is not a 

motorhome but an extended van, which 

is why it does not boast some of the 

properties that make a semi-integrated 

motorhome so comfortable – the living 

room feeling and the better insulation. 

As a true Hymer, the new Compact 

provides exactly that: you are driving a 

semi-integrated motorhome complete 

with insulated bodywork and a GRP rear 

but do have to do without anything that 

makes the panel van so practical – from 

the large boot flap to the overall size that 

is suitable for city use.

It is the unique feeling of spacious-

ness that clearly distinguishes the  Hymer 

Compact from extended vans. This is 

 because the Hymer Compact offers more 

living and storage space than extended 

vans. The generous headroom above the 

driver seats stands out as soon as you set 

eyes on the interior. Here, the driver’s 

cabin section placed upon the panel van 

ensures a comfortable standing height, 

whereby the front seats already form 

part of the overall living space. Further 

advantages of the bodywork that was 

designed to be a motorhome right from 

the very start are the larger cupboards 

located above the kitchen and seating 

area as well as to the right and left above 

the rear bed. This bed, equipped with a 

premium cold-foam mattress upon the 

slatted frame, can also be folded away in 

order to ensure that the huge storage 

space complete with loading entrance that 

is customary for a panel van is retained. 

Thanks to a tall clothing cupboard com-

plete with shelves, your clothes can be 

more carefully stored than is possible in 

just half-sized clothing cupboards.

More space in the wet area is also  

an important comfort advantage of the 

Hymer Compact bodywork shape. The 
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comparatively generous compact bath-

room provides the decisive extra bit of 

space compared to panel vans when it 

comes to personal hygiene. The kitchen is 

equipped with a large sink unit instead 

just a cooker / sink combination com-

plete with folding tap. Furthermore, a 

refrigerator with a 104 litre capacity and 

a large freezer compartment are also 

standard in the Hymer Compact. 

It is the comfort, as far as the seating 

area goes, that lifts the Compact from the 

panel van equipment that is usually 

 limited to only the most necessary items. 

Thanks to a fixed table complete with 

swivel plate, the small Hymer also inte-

grates the passenger’s seat into the group 

and the perceived makeshift feeling of  

a folding table without a swivel plate is 

 replaced with a comfortable solidity. 

 Furthermore, the height-adjustable seats 

7



Ingenious combinations such as the large boot flap complete with a premium bed that can 
stored to one side make the Hymer Compact a real multitasker between holidays and daily use 
as a result of its huge storage areas.

8



Hymer Compact

in the driver’s cabin that are upholstered 

with the living room fabric are not an op-

tional extra; they are simply part of a more 

sophisticated overall scheme as standard.

A panoramic roof offers new per-

spectives above the Hymer Compact 

driver’s cabin. Two windows in the rear 

on the left and right hand sides bring 

light into the multi-functional motor-

home and a normal body door complete 

with electrical step allow people to com-

fortably enter the vehicle without having 

to loudly move a cumbersome sliding 

door back and forth. On frosty days,  

the sandwich structure complete with 

 Styrofoam insulation and GRP sandwich 

flooring ensure warmth and a sense of 

wellbeing – whereby the Compact dis-

plays much better insulating properties 

in cold and hot conditions compared to  

a panel van made of sheet metal.

Further practical properties such as  

a gas locker for 2 x 11 kg gas cylinders 

and the preparation for radio and TV 

 installations as standard offer further 

proof of the sophistication of the Hymer 

Compact concept. As a result, the inte-

rior is almost entirely designed using 

 energy-saving LEDs and there are plenty 

of sockets for 3x230 Volt and 2 x 12 Volt 

devices. The exterior of the Compact also 

looks impressive thanks to the striking 

GRP rear, the large boot flap for com-

fortable rear loading and the painted 

front spoiler. The mudflaps located on 

the rear axle that are not usually present 

on panel vans ensure that this also stays 

the case, even following long days of 

travelling.

The utmost safety is offered by the 

Hymer Compact with its sophisticated 

technology such as ESP, ASR, hillholders 

to ensure trouble-free hill-starting as 

well as driver and passenger airbags. It 

goes without saying that electric wing 

mirrors and 4 seats complete with seat-

belts are also included. In order to guar-

antee its suitability for daily use, the 

 external dimensions of the Hymer Com-

pact remain clear despite the premium, 

homely interior fittings. With an external 

width of 2.10 m, a length of 5.99 m and  

a height of 2.75 m, it is still possible  

to manoeuvre easily in city centres as 

well as remain spontaneously mobile at 

home and on holiday.  »
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Hymer Compact – Living comfort
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01  The Comfort bench with two individual seats can be easily pushed apart  
and is optionally available in all Compact models.

02  The fold-out stool can either be used as an additional seat  
or as a leg rest from the rotated passenger’s seat.

03  The ergonomic entrance handle ensures an easy and safe entrance  
into the vehicle.

04  Generous living area in the Compact 404 with the warm  
“Trentino Pear Wood” furniture finish and the “Kalmar” fabric design.

05  The passenger’s seat is perfectly integrated into the living space  
thanks to the rotating table top.

Generous living space despite compact external dimensions: Thanks to the 
driver’s cabin section, the Hymer Compact offers more ceiling height and, as 
a result, also offers a generous living space that extends well into the driver’s 
cabin. Thanks to the rotating seats, it is possible to create a cosy seating area 
for up to 4 people within a few seconds.
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Hymer Compact – Sleeping comfort
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01  Sleeping area in the Compact 404 with rear transverse  
bed and deep overhead storage lockers.

02  A pull-out step in order to easily get into the rear bed is 
located underneath the tall clothing cupboard.

03  View of the rear transverse bed with a 1.43 m wide lying 
area and a standard multi-zone cold-foam mattress.

04  Two large pivoted windows and the Midi-Heki above  
the rear bed offer the best possible air circulation, even 
during the night.
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Hymer Compact – Washing comfort
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“The rotating washbasin  
saves space and ensures maximum space  
utilisation.” Rainer Wingart, Product Manager
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01  Extra-high tap and large sink ensure the utmost comfort in the kitchen.

02  Making cooking fun: the standard 2-flame cooker  
in the Compact 404.

03  There is space for all kitchen utensils in the drawer complete  
with premium cutlery insert.

04  The 104-l refrigerator with separate freezer compartment is already  
included in all Compact models as standard.

05  The kitchen in the “Trentino Pear Wood” furniture finish in the  
Compact offers sufficient storage space for every long journey.
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Hymer Compact – Kitchen comfort
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Hymer Compact – Storage comfort
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01  Flexible and useful storage compartment in the base  
underneath the living room table.

02  Practical drawer underneath the bench of the Compact 404.

03  The pull-out step underneath the tall clothing cupboard  
can be opened up and also used as a storage compartment.

04  Easily accessible drawers and storage doors in the rear  
area leave nothing to be desired.

05  Room-high clothing cupboard with additional shelves and  
standard clothing cupboard light.

06  The spacious storage chest offers sufficient space and can  
also be used as practical storage space when the cover is closed.

Practical solutions combined with maximum storage space. Typical for the clever 
Hymer Compact. From room-high clothing cupboards with shelves to plentiful 
drawers, right through to the large boot flap. Every little bit of space is used in 
order to ensure that you have everything on board for the best days of the year.
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Anti-lock braking system (ABS): 
Now somewhat of a classic among electronic 
control systems, this system prevents the 
wheels from blocking during emergency braking 
and, in this way, keeps the vehicle steerable. 
Familiar, light pulsation at the brake pedal 
can be detected during ABS intervention.

Electronic stability program (ESP):
In critical situations, skidding or breaking 
out of the vehicle is prevented by engine 
speed  adjustment and by targeted braking 
of individual wheels. 
When doing this, “Adaptive ESP” takes 
account of the respective load status.

Traction Plus:
In conjunction with ESP, this system ensures 
greater traction on difficult terrain by 
distributing the torque to the front wheels 
in a targeted manner. This makes it easier 
to drive-off on wet grass, for example, or 
manoeuvre over muddy ground.

Hill holder:
On gradients of about 5 % and steeper, 
this drive-off assistant maintains the brake 
pressure briefly after the brake pedal has 
been released. In this way, rolling back of 
the vehicle is prevented and comfortable 
drive-off is enabled – even in reverse.

Driver and front passenger airbag: 
Both seats in the cab are equipped as 
standard with Fiat airbags. In the event 
of an accident they are triggered in a fraction 
of a second and prevent severe head injuries. 
If an airbag is  triggered, the seat belt 
is tensioned at the same time.

Anti-skid regulation (ASR):
If traction is lost at a wheel (wheel slip), 
this is detected by the electronics and the 
wheel is braked automatically. This makes 
it much easier to drive off and accelerate 
on slippery surfaces and the vehicle is 
prevented from sliding sideways at the rear.

Hymer Compact – Road safety

Everything in view, everything under control
The premium travelling comfort of the Hymer Compact also includes a range of safety equipment that is 

 unrivalled in this class. Thanks to the best possible view in the driver’s cabin and electronic safety systems, you 

will always remain in charge of the situation – even in critical situations.

20



Good view behind: 
The large, heated exterior mirrors are positioned 
optimally and can be adjusted comfortably 
by electrical means from the driver’s seat. 
Thanks to the wide angle mirrors on both 
sides there is no blind spot next to the vehicle.

Electronic brake pressure distribution (EBD):
This system apportions the brake force 
optimally to both axles depending on the 
 situation. In this way, the greatest possible 
 braking force is achieved and, at the same 
time, the vehicle is prevented from breaking 
out through “overbraking” at the rear.

Secure cab: 
The driver’s door can be locked and unlocked 
conveniently at the press of a button via the 
central locking in the centre console of the 
instrument panel. In this way, unauthorised 
access into the cab is prevented when the 
motorhome is parked up.

Safety on the road:
Four seats complete with 3-point seatbelts 
in the direction of travel ensure the utmost 
safety whilst travelling. 
Statistically, the 3-point seatbelt saves 
a human life every seven seconds.

4 x

the whole road surface is clear to see, 
even in a heavy downpour – a bonus in 
terms of safety.

Good visibility in any weather:
The reliable 2-blade windscreen washer system 
at the front assures a maximum field of 
view thanks to its large radius. This means that 

Hymer Compact – Road safety

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible. 21



Harmonious external design:
The painted spoiler rounds off 
the external design of the Compact 
and gives the vehicle a particularly 
harmonic overall appearance.

Comfortable loading:
The wide boot flap not only facilitates 
the loading of the vehicle with all types 
of leisure items, it also serves as weather 
protection during a break and can also 
be opened and closed quickly 
thanks to a stable strap.

Perfect heat insulation:
The Styrofoam sandwich 
bodywork complete with XPS 
core and premium aluminium 
external wall ensures excellent 
insulation and cosy room 
temperature inside the vehicle.

Top in-
sulation

Permanent protection from underneath:
With its indestructible GFK underbody, 
the vehicles are practically immune from 
weather-related damage. Even stone-
chips, grit and dirt are kept at bay by the 
underbody – a secure foundation for the 
entire service life of the motorhome.

Solid bodywork:
Attractive and practical 
GRP rear with large boot 
flap as standard.

GFK

Safely secured in place:
With a total of four adjustable 
lashing eyelets and associated rails, 
all types of luggage can be securely 
fastened. As a result, everything remains 
in place, even on longer journeys.

Hymer Compact – Highlights from series production

Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.

Traditionally one step ahead
A slim shape but lavish when it comes to the equipment: the Hymer Compact offers you a number a sophisticated 

characteristics as standard. As a result, you can enjoy first-class driving and living comfort.
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100 L
90 L

More independence when travelling: 
The large water tanks increase the range 
to the next filling station and thereby 
facilitate more freedom and spontaneity. 
The fresh water tank in the double floor 
has a capacity of 100 litres, the grey 
water tank holds 90 litres.

Helpful exterior light: 
The powerful LED awning light with 
rainwater deflector is already part 
of the standard  equipment. 
It illuminates a wide area outside 
the entry door, thereby making it safe 
to alight the vehicle in the dark.

Easy entry:
The electrical step located 
at the entrance to the living 
area enables a comfortable entrance 
into and exit from the vehicle. 

Light and friendly:
Both of the standard pivoted windows 
located in the rear area possess a 
blackout and mosquito screen 
and ensure a light and friendly 
atmosphere to live in.

Guard against dirt: 
All wheels of the rear axle are equipped 
with large mudguards. They prevent dirt 
or snow  coming into contact with components 
close to the ground, such as the grey water 
drainage pipe or exhaust system, 
and adhering to these areas.

Light and airy in the cab:
The large, tilting panoramic roof 
above the cab seats provides 
more light in the living space. 
For the required level of 
privacy and sunlight protection, 
a blackout blind is fitted.

Excellent ventilation, great protection: 
The two roof vents located above 
the rear bed and the living space ensure 
privacy and permit the quick extraction 
of moisture. Fly and blackout screens 
are integrated in the flat frame.

Comfortable all-rounder: 
The swivel and height adjustable lounge seats 
in the cab are covered completely in the same 
 fabric as the living space. With a high level of 
seating comfort and large, adjustable arm rests, 
they can be as inviting for a relaxed drive as 
a pleasant evening in front of the television.

Hymer Compact – Highlights from series production

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

The highest level of sleeping comfort 
and a healthy sleep:
All of the beds are equipped with high 
quality multi-zone cold foam mattresses 
that support each area of the body 
accordingly. Breathable mattress toppers 
in the rear assure good ventilation.
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Details make the difference:
In addition to the clothes rail 
in the shower, two fold-out hooks 
offer further space for wet 
clothing or towels. 

Light for indoors and outdoors:
The clothing cupboard light in the 
Hymer Compact helps you to find 
what you are looking for straightaway. 
It can also be easily removed and 
used outside as a torch when it is dark.

Radio/
TV ready

Prepared for radio and TV: 
Loudspeakers in the sleeping area 
and living space, wiring and a socket 
and also a radio aerial 
are factory fitted items in every vehicle. 
All that is needed is for a radio and/
or television to be plugged in.

High heating power included: 
With 4000 watts of power, the Truma Combi 4 
heater, installed as standard, has no trouble bring-
ing the temperature inside the vehicle up to a cosy 
level even when it is freezing outside. Thanks to its 
central location under the seating group, the heat 
is distributed optimally throughout the vehicle.

Additional heat in the driver’s cabin:
Heating outlets are located underneath 
the driver’s cabin seats that ensure that 
the driver’s cabin is ideally heated, 
even when stationary and the vehicle 
is being used solely for accommodation.

For drying, airing and storage: 
The sturdy, fold-out clothes rail in the 
shower is ideal for drying wet clothing 
without taking up too much space. 
If required, it can also be used as 
additional storage space for holiday attire – 
or simply for airing clothes.

Flexible TV bracket:
The TV bracket can be individually 
rotated and, as a result, offers the 
possibility to simply adjust 
it to your desired TV position. 

Vehicle services at a glance: 
The fresh water and grey water levels, 
the battery voltage, the load at the 230 V 
sockets and additional data readings 
can be taken from the well laid out control 
panel above the entry door. This means that 
the current service levels are always in check.

Easily accessible drain valves: 
The whole supply installation system 
is designed so that all units are 
protected in the best way but still 
have easy access.

Hymer Compact – Highlights from series production

Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.24



Safe power supply: 
The high-performance 90 Ah living 
space battery is safely located 
in a large battery compartment 
with space for up to 2 living 
space batteries.

Travelling self-sufficiently:
There is space for up to 2 x 11 kg 
gas cylinders in the Hymer Compact 
in order to be able to remain 
self-sufficient for as long as possible. 

2 x
11 kg

3 x
230 V

2 x
12 V

Plenty of sockets for appliances: 
With three 230 volt and two 12 volt sockets, 
there are numerous means of connection. 
In the seating group, washroom and kitchen, 
230 volt appliances can be connected, 
while 12 volt devices can be connected at 
the TV point and in the instrument panel.

Hymer Compact – Highlights from series production

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible. 25



“Castello” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Barodino” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Charbonnel” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Kalmar” fabric design
(material: textile)

 = Standard equipment  = Special equipment 

Hymer Compact – Interior design

As individual as you are
Simply combine the standard “Trentino Pear Wood” furniture finish with one of four premium fabric designs.  

As a result, you are able to give your Hymer Compact the ambience and the style that you desire.

26



599

Compact 404 3.300 kg [ 3.500 kg ]  [  ]

210

Hymer Compact – Interior design

The sporty companion: Compact 404
with large rear transverse bed and GRP boot flap.

“When hoping to achieve a timeless, cosy ambience, it is important to ensure that colours and materials  
harmonise well, especially when it comes to compact layouts.” Frank Venter, Head of Design
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COMPACT

HYMER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Postfach 1140
88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymer.com

www.facebook.com/hymerAG

Note: 

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. 
Some of the photos contain optional extras. Despite careful checking 
of the contents, printing errors are not excluded. During the course 
of the model year, we reserve the right to make changes to equipment 
or product improvements. Before entering into a sales contract, 
please find out from our authorised Hymer dealership about the 
current product and model status.
In some cases, the vehicles are illustrated with optional extras that 
are contained in the valid price list and for which additional 
payment is required. The decorations illustrated are not part of the 
Hymer scope of supply. The specifications concerning the scope of 
supply, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights of the 
vehicles – dimensions within the scope of factory tolerances 
(max +/– 5%) are possible and permitted – correspond to the state 
of knowledge valid at the time of printing. They comply with 
European homologation regulations; these regulations may change 
up to the time of vehicle purchase or up to the time of delivery. 
Your Hymer dealer will be delighted to inform you of any changes 
and about the standard scope of supply.
 
Copyright by HYMER AG.
 
The water supply system meets 
the currentstate of the art as at 07/2011 
(EC Directive 2002/72/EC).
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